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Arrow-Circle-Right   Company:  
CP Technologies

Arrow-Circle-Right   Industry:  
Aerospace & Defense, 
Manufacturing

Arrow-Circle-Right   Support programs:  
Relocation services and 
workforce development

IMPACT

Miles of wide open space, sun rays abounding and innovation scaling–the perfect place for aerospace 
and defense manufacturing. That is exactly what attracted CP Technologies, the leading designer and 
manufacturer of rugged, custom computer hardware for the defense and industrial markets, to Arizona. 

The Israel-based Aeronautics Ltd. subsidiary opened its newly constructed CP North American 
headquarters and manufacturing facility in Prescott, Arizona, noting the rural location, talent pool and 
business environment as the foundation for its success. Arizona’s pro-business environment means the 
cost of doing business is lower than the rest of the nation. And as the premier place to responsibly test, 
deploy and advance UAS innovations, CP Technologies and its UAS division, CP Aeronautics, fits right in.

Since its 2018 acquisition by Israeli-based Aeronautics Ltd., CP Technologies has expanded its offerings of 
rugged high-performance computer platforms, data links and LCD displays for the military, industry and 
commercial markets.

A PREMIER PARTNER

When looking to relocate its headquarters from California, CP Technologies connected with the Arizona 
Commerce Authority (ACA), accessing a suite of comprehensive services. The ACA provided seamless site 
selection support, workforce analysis and expert relocation transition assistance. Ultimately, the company 
selected Prescott, Arizona as its location of choice.

CP Technologies needed access to a highly skilled talent pipeline, which is fueled by Prescott’s Embry 
Riddle Aeronautical University and Yavapai College. Additionally, the region’s rapidly growing aerospace & 
defense industry coupled with its leadership in UAS development positioned Prescott as the ideal location 
to support the company’s manufacturing operations. The ACA was proud to partner with the company and 
help support its future growth and success in Arizona.

Arizona’s outstanding technology and business 
community—especially in Prescott—gives us the 
pro-innovation environment, high-quality talent 

and open airspace we need for our success.

MICHAEL McCORMACK 

PRESIDENT & CEO OF CP TECHNOLOGIES

RELOCATION TO ARIZONA  
ALLOWED CP TECHNOLOGIES  
TO EXPAND OPERATIONS

Arrow-Circle-Right   50,000 square-foot facility

Arrow-Circle-Right   200 jobs over the next three years

Arrow-Circle-Right   Expanded manufacturing capabilities


